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Abstract
The afterword discusses how this special issue’s articles work from dif-
ferent angles to unsettle the precepts of “attentional sovereignty” — the
socially, politically, and economically valorized virtue that anchors most
discussions over attention in its contemporary technological predicament.
Whether the attentional sovereign appears in its liberal humanist or its
neoliberal behavioral economic guise, sovereignty is valorized and consid-
ered under threat. By revealing the contemporary and historical backstories
to our investment in this notion, these articles shift the terms of the debate
around the attention crisis and clear space for thinking anew about the
possibilities and limits of attention today.
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The introduction to this special issue well delineates the terms of the

“digital attention crisis” (Pedersen, Albris, and Seaver 2021; Seaver
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2019) that much of the Western world believes itself to be in. Cultural

critics, journalists, and politicians alike point to the ways that myriad new

technologies—chief among them mobile telephony, email and texting,

social media, streaming entertainment, and smartphone apps—have sought

to monetize our attention by attracting it, hooking it, and holding it. A social

consensus has formed: although digital technologies might extend human

communicational range, expand experiential horizons, and afford new

modes of self-expression, their intensified temporalities and relentless

demands for sensory and cognitive engagement pull us into coercive loops

of escape and self-forgetting and exhaust our capacity to resist. At stake are

a reduced human agency, an increased manipulation of human psyches and

behaviors, and a threat to human dignity and the capacity for self-

governance.

The specter of “attentional serfdom” (Williams 2018) has spurred invest-

ment in what Seaver (2019), an organizer of the conference panel that

sparked this special issue, terms “attentional sovereignty” (Burkeman

2015), the power “to decide what to attend to and when.” The attentional

sovereign, whom Seaver proposes we call Homo attentus, is a “standard

liberal Enlightenment humanist subject” who is alive and well in the “tech

humanist” (Tarnoff and Weigel 2018) backlash to the attention economy.

Here, I’d like to draw out the deeply economic register of attentional sover-

eignty, understood as a specific function of “consumer sovereignty,” the

economics-derived formula for individual comportment at the heart of neo-

liberalism. Neoliberalism is “a political rationality that figures citizens

exhaustively as rational economic actors in every sphere of life,” writes

Brown (2006, 294)—as “always, only, and everywhere homo oeconomicus”

(p. 30). If early liberal thinking invested citizens with the inviolable rights

of individual sovereignty such as bodily integrity, self-ownership, self-

determination, and human dignity, the rise of neoliberal thinking places

highest value on individual preferences and the agency of marketplace

choice. The regime of “everyday liberalism” (Mirowski 2013) reduces all

forms of experience—tastes, habits, values, and beliefs—to market prefer-

ences; there is a collapsing of citizen into economic subject.

Coined in 1931 by the classic liberal economist William Harold Hutt

(1940), consumer sovereignty refers to “the controlling power exercised by

free individuals, in choosing between ends, over the custodians of the

community’s resources” (p. 66), by which he meant the power that individ-

uals had, in a free market society, to determine what goods and services

were produced and what they cost. As the idea was taken up and elaborated

by neoliberal thinkers such as Hutt’s mentor, Fredrich Hayek, consumer
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sovereignty is not simply an ideal of consumer behavior reflected in col-

lective, market-shaping behavior but, rather, something actual and attain-

able by individuals. In neoliberalism, the quasi-mystical force of Adam

Smith’s invisible hand as a democratic expression of aggregate citizen

preference gave way to the vesting of discrete consumers with the power

to rule over their own preferences, desires, and choices as “self-controlling

selves” (Rose 1999) who possess an innate capacity to act rationally—that

is, to calculate choices and compete in the marketplace so as to maximize

their life chances. Even behavioral economists whose work would seem to

directly challenge this idea invest in the notion that within each of us lies the

potential for self-sovereignty, however embattled in may be in the face of

internal biases and tendencies and external persuasive forces that skew

choices in seemingly irrational directions (Schüll and Zaloom 2011).

Attention, which has become “synonymous with willpower, perception,

valorization, or care” (Pedersen, Albris, and Seaver 2021), is a flashpoint

for the threat that digital devices pose to consumer sovereignty. Public

discourse around attention is, by and large, a debate over how to best

protect, strengthen, and promote this capacity—or whether we need to.

Indeed, even those who argue that there is no attention crisis do so on the

grounds that our sovereignty remains intact; that we are not, in fact, acting

as serfs.

What if we were to have a conversation around attention today that did

not reinscribe the entrenched opposition between sovereignty and serfdom?

The articles in this special issue on Shifting Attention take us in that direc-

tion by revealing the contemporary and historical backstories to our invest-

ment in these notions, in effect shifting the terms of the debate.

Valasek, in the issue’s first piece, shifts our understanding of “nudge,” a

key term in contemporary understandings of the persuasive forces exerted

upon us by the attention economy. Underpinning the idea of nudge, he

shows, are long-standing conceptual templates of the human subject as

containing competing neural components, one set embodying the capacity

for sovereignty and the other serfdom: executive versus instinctual, delib-

erate versus automatic, focused versus distracted, and civilized versus

savage (see also Schüll and Zaloom 2011). This antagonistic, deeply racia-

lized dynamic of mastery and servitude continues to undergird contempo-

rary understandings of attention and the sovereignty of liberal subjects.

Semel brings us into the present via a firsthand account of ongoing

experiments in machine “listening” for the detection of shifting mental

states in individuals with psychiatric disorders. If Valasek’s genealogy of

nudge troubled attentional sovereignty by complicating our understanding
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of executive self-control, Semel’s ethnographic foray troubles attentional

sovereignty by displacing human agency in projects of attentive care. The

practice of “listening like a computer,” she describes, entails occupying a

“selectively attentive machinic subject position” (PG) so as to detect mar-

kers of psychic states that intentional human listening tends to miss. Inat-

tention, typically counterposed against projects of care, here becomes a

virtue.

Bruder further destabilizes the foundations of attentional sovereignty by

focusing on a shift in cognitive-neuroscientific and machine-learning con-

ceptualizations of rest and mind-wandering. Formerly regarded as states of

nonsovereignty without value, they are now seen as reliably active phenom-

ena during which the brain processes information so as to remediate cog-

nitive overload and ensure resilience and flexibility. He gives the example

of corporate recruitment of mindfulness techniques to “work fitness” pro-

grams. In effect, inattention is recast—and valorized—as “a form of sub-

conscious information processing” (PG) rather than pathological

introversion. Yet even as attentional sovereignty subsumes nondirective

thinking and renders rest active, Bruder detects the replication of the

sovereignty-serfdom opposition within the concept of mind-wandering

itself, in that it is “considered a source of pathology if it cannot be con-

trolled, but can be beneficial and productive if it is “goal-directed” (PG).

Jablonsky extends the conversation on attention’s beneficial and patho-

logical guises in her ethnographic examination of the design and use of

meditation apps, mapping the muddy switchbacks that connect digital tech-

nologies of health to those of harm and showing how difficult it is to cleanly

distinguish the two. “Ironically,” she writes, “the very same advertisements

that help Headspace and Calm garner attention for their companies capita-

lize on public concern about the negative effects of digital connection on

attention and wellbeing” (PG). Attention-cultivating meditation apps also

reward constant user engagement in the same manner as the more proble-

matic, “addictive” devices whose effects they purport to remedy. In keeping

with the media industry’s long-standing attitude that human attention is

“malleable, compulsive, and distracted,” meditation apps promise that

“digital ‘addiction’ can be shaped into a mindful form of attention.” The

idea that technology design can buttress self-control engages a different

model of the consumer than that of the sovereign self whose full agency

drives its desires and behavior.

Beattie’s close examination of the well-being app Space likewise reveals

persuasive technologists’ aspirations to what we might call “sovereignty by

design.” In subtle distinction to the overtly manipulative design techniques
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used to poach attention for profit, design techniques for protecting atten-

tion—or “defending cognitive liberty,” as one developer phrases it—seek to

steer users at a distance by mobilizing, motivating, and nudging their beha-

vior (introducing delays between stimulus and response to discourage habi-

tual smartphone scrolling, for instance), addressing subjects who are more

active than passive, more sovereign than serf. Yet the therapeutic goal of

“fixing users” implicitly diminishes their capacity for self-directed ethical

virtue; it is unclear whether the app is “predominantly shaping the user

subject [ . . . ] or if users constitute themselves” (PG), bringing us full circle

back to the ambiguous formula for “libertarian paternalism” behind the

theory of nudge discussed in the issue’s first article.

While this rich dossier of articles loosens our hold on key terms of the

contemporary debate over the attention crisis, they do not leave us empty

handed. That is to say, their analyses are not conducted in the mode of

gratuitous destabilization of attentional sovereignty but, rather, its produc-

tive dereification. By showing us the ambivalence, fissures, and tensions

that riddle the conceptual infrastructure underlying the contemporary atten-

tion debate, they suggest that the “attentional regime” (Citton 2017) is not

yet settled and clear space for thinking otherwise about the limits and

possibilities of attention today.
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